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SUMfriNtY OF MAIN RESULTS

(1) The seven core art forms covered in the SPA data base- -jazz, classical music,
opera, musical stage plays or operettas, non-musical stage plays, ballet and
art collectionsannually reach substantial minorities of all U.S. adults via
television, radio or recordings, ranging from less than about one in 20 adults
in the case of musical and non-musical stage plays on radio, to about one-
quarter of adults in the case of classical music on television. Well over half of
all adults, approaching 100 million individuals, participated in at least one of
the seven art forms via either television, radio or recordings in the past year.
Among the three media, television consistently accounts for the largest
audience reaches of the arts.

(2) Annual reaches of the SPA art forms via media are in most cases several times
as great as the reaches of comr.-,rable live events or activities. The greatest
such contrasts are for opera and ballet, although for three cases, musical
stage plays on radio or recordings and non-musical stage plays on radio,
media audience reaches are smaller than their live counterparts.

(3) Media audiences for the arts consistently have on average higher income and
especially higher education levels, and are more likely to live in urban areas
than the general population of adults. Among the three media, television
audiences tend to have somewhat lower education levels and to be older
than radio or recording audiences. Among the different art forms, jazz
audiences on media are most distinct, containing higaer proportions of
blacks and younger adults as well as individuals with comparatively lover
levels of education and income.

(4) Media audiences generally reflect the same demographic characteristics as
live audiences for the same art forms, but to a lesser degree. In nearly all
cases, media arts audiences have less extreme income and education levels
than do their live counterparts, and they tend to consist of comparatively
fewer whites and more females, and to be slightly olderon average.

(5) Relatively "intense" use s of media to participate in the arts (those who
participate in several different art forms via media) xand to have relatively
very high income and education levels, are more likely to be white, to be
middle-aged and to live in urban areas than are relatively "light" users of
media to participate in the arts. This is consistent for all three media.

(6) Media audiences, across different media and across different art forms,
heavily overlap with each other, often consisting that is, of many of the same
individuals Similarly, live audiences heavily overlap with media audiences,
particularly for the same art forms. Relatively intense users of media to
participate in the arts also tend to be relatively intense participants via live
events, and vice versa.

(7) In spite of apparently greater availability of the arts in non-urbanized areas
via media than through live events and activities (at least in the cases of
television and recordings), the SPA data indicate little or no evidence that this
results in the substitution of media use for live participation by those who
face such barriers. Media participants tend to be as much or in some cases
even more urbanized than live participants and no tendency was found for
individuals who face geographic barriers to participate more intensively via
media than by attending live events and activities.
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(8) There was a significant, though apparently mild tendency for media to take
the place of live participation by providing lower cost opportunities to
potential audiences. This was most evident in the case of television, though
statistically questionable in the case of radio and not detectable in the case of
recordings. The data suggest a greater tendency for this substitution to occur
in the cases of relatively expensive live activities, such as opera or ballet, and
least for relatively inexpensive live activities such as visiting art collections.

(9) There was some evidence that individuals of greater age participate via
media relatively more intensively than via live attendance, at least in the case
of television. There was no direct evidence in the SPA data, however, that
media effectively take the place of live participation for those who face
physical handicaps, have small children or face other obstacles to live
attendance.

(10 Overall, the media provide an obvious window to the world for the most
talented artists and arts organizations. There is relatively little evidence,
however, that media provide effective substitutes for those who face
obstacles to live attendance. The extent to which substitution does occur
appears to be overwhelmed by the role of education level as a dominant
predictor oT ?articipation in the arts via live events and activities as well as via
all three media.

iii 5



I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic media provide a fundamental advance in the technologies of

producing and distributing arts and cultural events and activities. The Survey of

Public Participation in the Arts (SPA) data base, covering approximately 18,000 U.S.

adults in 1982 and 16,000 adults again in 1985, offers us a unique opportunity to

better understand the electronic media audiences for these events and activities.

The SPA data base provides extensive data on characteristics of media audiences for

arts and cultural programs, and also provides data which documents the

interrelationship of these media audiences with live" audiences for the same

events and activities.

The scope of this report is defined by the scope of the SPA slsrvey instrument. The

questionnaire covers the use of three different mediatelevision, radio and

recor.iingsas means to participate in seven particular arts activities (which we

often refer to as the seven %ere" art forms): jazz rr,e.bie:, classical music, opera,

musical stage plays or operettas, non-musical stage plays, balst and the collections

of art museums or galleries. The survey instrument includes many other questions

which contribute to our analysis, including queries about live attendance habits for

the samr set of arts activities, general recreation lifestyles, and extensive

demographic and geographic characteristics of the respondents. (A copy of the

actual SPA questionnaire is reproduced as Appendix A.)

This report's focus on media audiences for the arts requires us to use only a small

portion of the full data base. We benefit, however, from comprehensive but less

detailed analyses of both the full 1982 and 1965 SPA surveys already completed by

John P. Robinson, Carol A. Keegan, Terry Hanford, Marcia Karth and Timothy A.

Triplett of the University of Maryland Survey Research Center (Robinson et al., 1986,

Rol-,:nson, et all, 1987). We occassionally draw as well on sources outside the SPA

surveys, such as the 1982 Census of Business, for supporting economic data.
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Our analysis of media audiences in the SPA data base is conducted and presented

in the context of a central underlying research question: To what degree do

electronic media successfully extend the reach of the arts by permitting individuals

to overcome obstacles to attendance at liye activities, such as cost or geographic

location? A second, related research question we address: Can participation in arts

activities via the media be said to be a substitute for attendance at live activites and

events?

We caution the reader at the outset that our report cannot offer complete

answers to these questions. The detail of data covering media participation in the

SPA survey was limited. The :,sights we can offer are nonetheless relevant to

important public policy issues. Public funding heavily supports non-profit

productions of arts and cultural programming on public radio and television

stations. The commercial recording industries and advertiser-supported radio and

television, while primarily unsubsidized, provide income to producing artists and

non-profit arts organizations. Effective expenditsire of public funds supporting the

arts is contingent on accurate understanding of who their ultimate beneficiaries-

the audiences--are.

We begin in Section II below with summary statistics documenting the total

reach of the arts via media compared to that of comparable live activites. In Section

III, we describe media audiences for the arts in terms of their demographic,

geographic and other characteristics, and show the degrees of overlap among these

audiences. Section IV turns to the interrelationship of media audiences with

audiences for live events and activites. In that context, we specifically consider the

extent to which the media successfully extend the reach of the arts to those who

face barriers to live attendance. In Section V we draw together concluding remarks

and offer some speculations.
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Preliminary regression results in support of our Ilection IV text discussion are

available to the technically oriented reader as Appendix B of this report. For a

discussion of sampling error in the SPA data base and non-technical explanations of

other statistical techniques occassionally referred to in this study, we direct the

reader to either of the University of Maryland reports.

IL TOTAL AUDIENCE REACH OF THE ARTS ON MEDIA

A summary analysis of the total "reach" of the seven core art forms on

recordings, radio and television, with comparative data for "live" activities, appears

in Tabie 1. In each case, the reported statistics indicate how many U.S. adults are

estimated to have participated in the activity in question at least once during the

past year.

Several points of interest are evident from Table 1.

(1) For each individual art form, in both 1982 and 1985, minorities of all adults

participated in the arts via media, ranging up to a maximum of about on_-quarter

of adults in the cases of classical music and non-musical stage plays on television. To

be expected, the combined reaches of two or more media for one art form are

larger, reaching a high of 37% for narticipation in classical music on either

television, radio or recordings in both 1982 and 1985. Well over half of all adults,

approaching 100 million people in both 1982 and 1985, were projected to

participate in at least one art form on at least one of the three media during the

course of a year.

A full year is an extremely broad definition of total media reach. It therefore

seems safe to assume that these data include virtually everyone with any interest in

these art forms. An analysis in the 1986 University of Maryland report (p. 231-235)

further suggests that reports of annual live attendance may underestimate actual

annual attendance by as much as 20%. It seems likely that a similar tendency to

underestimate annual media participation would also prevail. In evaluating the

3
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Table 1

Overall Reach of Arts Activities, U. S. Adults: 1982 and 1985

Activity

Jazz

Classical Music

Opera

Musical Stage Play or Operetta

Non-Musical Stage Play

Ballet

Art Collections

Any of the 7 Specified Art Forms

Any of the 5 Specified Art Forms

Any of the 4 Specified Art Forms

Any of th9 e 7 Specified Art Forms

Media

TV
Radio
Recordings
Any of the 3 Media
Live

TV
Radio
Recordings
Any of the 3 Media
Live

TV
Radio
Recordings
Any of the 3 Media
Live

TV
Radio
Recordings
Any of the 3 Media
Live

TV
Radio
Any of the 2 Media
Live

TV
Live

TV
Live

TV

Radio

Recordings

Any of the 3 Media

1982

Projected
Number of As a Percent of
Participants All U.S. Adults

1985

Projected
Number of As a Percent of
Participants All U.S. Adults

29,788,000 18% 29,002,000 17%
29,788,000 18 29,172,000 17
33,244,000 20 31,219,000 18
52,170,000 32 50,838,000 30
16,400,000 10 17,060,000 10

40,650,000 25 42,650,000 25
32,750,000 20 37,190,00 22
36,371,000 22 36,849,000 22
60,563,000 37 63,122,000 37
18,040,000 11 22,178,000 13

19,749,000 12 22,178,000 13
11,684,000 7 11,942,000 7
12,178,000 7 13,136,000 8
28,636,000 17 30,537,000 18
3,280,000 2 5,118,000 3

33,408,000 20 31,049,000 18
7,076,000 4 8,871,000 5

13,824,000 8 13,648,000 8
41,802,000 25 38,385,000 23
31,160,000 19 29,002,000 17

42,624,000 26 38,043,000 22
6,253,000 4 6,141,000 4

44,599,000 27 39,238,000 23
18,040,000 11 20,472,000 12

26,825,000 16 27,978,000 16
6,560,000 4 6,824,000 4

37,523,000 23 44,014,000 26
30,080,000 18 37,532,000 22

82,616,000 50 82,058,000 48

52,993,000 32 52,544,000 31

55,760,000 34 55,103,000 32

96,605,000 59 94,853,000 56 10



data, one moat also considei with care the interpretation which adults may make of

each question's particular wording. Regardless of any bias or ambiguities that may

exist in the SPA data, it is still clear that the absolute numbers of American adults

projected to participate in these art forms via the media demonstrate very

substantial, numerically important audiences.

(2) In most cases, recorded reaches of the arts via the media are greater than

those of the comparable live activities. This is especially true in the case of

television.

Table 1 thus provides a preliminary answer to our central research question; the

media, especially television, clearly do extend the reach of the arts to new and

larger audiences. The contrasts of live vs. media audience reaches appear especially

great in the cases of opera and ballet, though slight, or in the opposite direction in

the cases of musicals, non-musical plays (on radio) and art collecti &,ns.

Primary factors affecting the choice between media and live participation for

any individual include their relative cost, physical availability and the quality of the

arts experience. We consider the impact of these variables in greater detail in

Sections IV and V below.

(3) A final point of interest is the consistency of data for the years 1982 and

1985. Year-to-year variations in the percentage of adults participating in the

various art forms either-via the media or via live a, 'ivities and events are very minor.

Throughout the rest of this study we consequently report data from only one

survey year, 1982. Our reason for selecting the earlier date is the far more detailed

analysis those data permit for our purposes. Only in the 1982 survey (during two

months, November and December) was the full questionnaire covering not only live

attendance bu. media participation, other recreation habits, etc., asked of all

respondents.
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HI. A DESCRIPTION OF MEDIA AUDIENCES FOR THE ARTS

A. Demographic and Geographic Characteristics

Descriptive data for the radio, television and recording audiences, with

comparable data for live audiences and for the overall U.S. adult population, are

provided for each of the seven "core" art forms in Table 2. All demographic and

geographic breakdowns in this table and throughout the report are presented in

terms of percentage frequency distributions, so that the percentages within each

section should add to 100% (accounting for rounding error).

Some of the demographic/geographic categorizations we present require

comment. First, the reader should note that definitions for "race" V the 1982 data

base include adults of Hispanic origin as part of the "white" category. Second, the

geographic breakdown (labelled "location") is somewhat crude. Broadly speaking,

however, "SMSA, central city" means the repondent lives within the boundaries of a

city with a population of 50,000 or greater, "SMSA, not certral city" corresponds to

suburban areas, and "not in SMSA" generally indicates a rural locale. Finally, we

note that much more finely divided category breaks than the three-wa! schemes we

present for education, income and age could be constructed from the 1982 sir iey

data. Finer breaks, however, would make clear comparisons across media and across

art forms much more difficult to draw. The reader may find greater demographic

detail by age, education and income for both 1982 and 1985 media participants in

University of Maryland reports (1986, p.331-2; 1987, p.331-3).

What central points can we make from the ocean of statistics we find in Table 2?

(1) Media audiences ( ,mpared to the general U.S. population

In every case, media audiences for the arts have on average higher income and

especially higher education levels, and are more likely to live in urban areas than

the general population. Except for jazz, the proportion of whites is higher for all art

forms.
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Table 2

Comparative Demographic and Geographic Characteristics of Media and Live Participants
1982

All

Adults

Jazz Classivil Music

TV Radio Recording Live TV Radio Recording Live

Income

Less than $10,000 22% 16% 22% 16% 18% 14% 16% 14% 14%
510,000 to S24,999 41 41 41 42 38 42 38 40 34
525,000 and over 28 32 28 33 36 35 36 35 43
Not ascertained 8 11 9 10 8 9 11 11 9

.6.9.!

18-34 40 48 57 56 67 32 37 40 38
34-54 30 30 27 28 23 36 37 35 36
55 and over 30 22 16 16 10 32 27 26 22

Race

White 87 81 76 78 81 90 88 90 93
Black 11 17 21 19 17 7 8 7 5
Other 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2

Sex

Male 47 51 53 50 50 45 48 45 41
Female 53 49 47 50 50 55 52 55 59

Education

Some high school or less 24 10 13 10 7 11 13 10 6
High school graduate or some college 58 60 57 58 57 57 46 51 49
College graduate 18 30 30 31 36 32 41 39 46

Location

SMSA, central city 27 36 37 39 36 32 37 32 30
SMSt., not central city 40 40 43 41 44 45 42 45 44
Not in SMSA 33 25 21 21 21 22 21 23 25

13 14



Table 2 (continued)
Comparative Demographic and Geographic Characteristics of Media and Live Participants

1982

!ncome

Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 and over
Not ascertained

Age
co
I 18 - 34

34 - 54
55 and over

Race

White
Black
Other

Sex

Male
Female

Education

Some high school or less
High school graduate or some college
College graduate

Location

SMSA, central city
SMSA, not central city
Not in SMSA

15

All Non-Musical Stage Play Ballet Art Collections
U.S.

Adults TV

15%
40
37

Radio Live TV Live TV

15%
38
39

Live

22%
41
28

24%
41
29

12%
33
47

16%
39
36

12%
34
44

13%
37
42

8 8 6 9 9 10 8 9

40 41 51 40 34 43 41 46
30 33 29 37 35 36 33 34
30 26 20 24 31 21 26 26

87 91 91 93 90 94 88 91%
11 7 8 5 6 4 9 6
2 2 1 2 4 2 3 3

47 46 46 43 35 30 48 45
53 54 54 57 65 70 52 55

24% 9 10 6 12 4 9 5
58 58 57 49 52 49 60 55
18 33 33 46 36 47 31 40

27 33 44 32 34 36 32 31
40 45 38 45 44 48 42 45
33 22 18 23 22 16 26 24

16



Table 2 (continued)

Comparative Demographic and Geographic Characteristics of Media and Live Participants
1982

Income

All
U.S.

Adults

Opera Musical Stage Play

TV Radio Recording Live TV Radio Recording Live

Less than $10,000 22% 15% 17% 12% 13% 15% 15% 12% 11%
$10,000 to $24,999 41 40 36 40 28 41 36 33 35
525,000 and over 28 36 34 35 46 36 33 43 46
Not ascertained 8 9 13 14 13 9 16 12 9

An
18 - 34 40 24 30 23 32 39 32 34 41
34 - 54 30 38 36 40 38 32 44 44 36
55 and over 30 38 34 37 30 29 24 22 23

Race

White 87 88 88 92 93 89 85 95 93
Black 11 8 8 5 5 9 11 2 6
Other 2 4 4 3 2 2 4 3 2

Sex

Male 47 41 48 45 42 44 50 41 42
Female 53 59 52 55 58 56 50 59 58

Education

Some high school or less 24 12 14 10 4 11 11 6 7
High school graduate or some college 58 56 46 50 49 59 46 44 54
College graduate 18 32 40 40 47 30 43 50 39

Location

SMSA, central city 27 35 41 32 35 36 39 33 37
SMSA, not central city 40 45 46 52 50 43 46 52 48
Not in SMSA 33 20 14 16 15 21 16 16 22

17 18



(2) Comparisons among media audiences

While the above patterns are consistent for all three survey media, television

audiences tend to have somewhat lower education levels and to be older than radio

and recording audiences. Radio audiences are generally somewhat more urban,

consistently more so than are television audiences.

In comparing media audiences for the different art forms, we see that

distributions are fairly consistent by sex, though at the extremes, ballet attracts

relatively larger proportions of women, and jazz relatively more men. Results by

age are mixed, though opera audiences are notably older and jazz audiences

younger. Overall, media audiences for jazz are most distinct, containing higher

proportions of blacks and younger people as well as individuals with slightly lower

levels of education and income than audiences for the other survey art forms.

(3) Media audiences compared with live audiences

In general, media audiences reflect the same demographic and geographic

characteristics as live audiences for the same art form, but to a lesser degree. In

nearly all cases, media arts audiences have less extreme income and education levels

than do their live counterparts, and they tend to consist of comparatively fewer

whites, more females and they are slightly older on average. Differences by

geographic location appear largely insignificant.

The main exceptions to these patterns are those three media audiences that are

smaller than their live counterparts, namely musical stage plays on recordings and

radio and non-musical stage plays on radio; these audiences generally have

comparatively more extreme demographic characteristics. A possible explanation is

that performances of these two art forms on audio media appeal strongly mainly to

those with relatively intense interest in theater, and that such individuals tend to

have the more extreme demographics generally characteristic of live audiences. In

fact, it is useful to recognize that the larger are the reported arts audiences in size,

10 1 9



whether particiating live or via the media, the less extreme tend to be the income,

education and other demographic differences when contrasted with the general

U.S. population.

The demographic and geographic contrasts among live vs. media audiences are a

subject of further consideration in Section IV below. At this point we turn to a closer

consideration of the media audiences themselves.

B. Overlaps Among Media Audiences

The demographic and geographic similarities among arts audiences revealed

above suggest that to a large extent they may consist of the same individuals. To

what degree do these media audiences in fact overlap with each other? The most

basic way to iddress this question is the correlation matrix, shown in Table 3 below.

The "correlation coefficients" in the Table 3 matrix record the degrees of

positive or negative association, measured from -1.000 to + 1.000 among the

various media activities. To what extent, for example, do people who listen to

opera on recordings also watch opera on television? The coefficient of +.372

recorded for this case is relatively high by statistical standards, and is typical of the

correlations of media use within the same art forms as measured by the SPA survey.

That is, adults who reported listening to opera music on recordings have a reiatively

strong tendency to watch opera on television as well. A zero association would

show that there is no p-articular relationship between the two activities at all, while

a negative value would indicate that people with a tendency to engage in one

activity have a tendency to NOT engage in the other. Note that there is at least

some positive association among ALL of the specific media activities, but that

correlations among audiences for different media within the same art forms tend to

be somewhat greater. (These "within art form" coefficients are printed in bold type

in Table 3.)
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Table 3

Correlation Matrix: Arts Participants via Media*

Jazz on TV

Jazz on Radio

Jazz on Recordings

Classical Music on TV

Classical Musk on Radio

Classical Musk on Recordings

opera on TV

Opera on Radio

Opera on Recording

Musical Stage Play on TV

Muskat Stage Play on Radio

Musks! Stage Play on Recordings

Non-MusicaI Stage Play on Tv

Non-Musicai Stage Play on Radio

Ballet on TV

Art Collection on Tv

Jazz on

TV

Jazz on

Radio

Jazz on

Record-

inqs

Classical

Music

on TV

Classical

Music

on

Radio

Classical

Music

on

Record-

irqi s
Opera

on TV

Opera

on

Radio

Opera

on

Record-

lags

Musical

Play on

TV

Musical

Play on

Radio

Musical

Play on

Record-

jags

1.000

.263

.137

.282

.205

Non-

Musical

Play on

TV

Non-

Musical

Play on

Radio

Ballet
on TV

Art
Collec-

tion on
TV

1.000

.389

.451

.311

.233

.225

.203

.115

.122

.282

.124

.128

.327

.108

.243

.294

1.000

.549

.202

.322

.240

.138

.171

.110

.151

.143

.131

.201

.124

.201

:213

1.000

.202

.253

.338

.108

.131

.148

.174

.113

.180

.267

.131

.197

.244

1.000

.431

.474

.483

.280

.313

.421

.215

.274

.388

.132

.458

.382

1.000

.494

.322

.440

.335

.290

.302

.303

.312

.205

.330

.280

1.000

.319

.330

.439

.271

.256

.400

.325

.179

.381

.333

1.000

.356

.372

.377

.242

.230

.275

.110

.442

.317

1.000

.440

.219

.445

.241

.196

.169

.275

.160

1.000

.235

.264

.411

.217

.110

.300

.192

1.000

.220

.262

.440

.123

.360

.333

1.000

.307

.171

.229

.186

.193

1.000

.211

.362

.376

1.000

.151

.159

1.000

.374 1.0C"'

* All coefficients are significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level.
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A second, more powerful approach to understanding audience overlaps is to

construct "indices" of media participation. It may seem that the question "Have

you [participated in ...] at least once during the part year?" is very restrictive. We

can greatly enrich the data base, however, by counting the number of different

media that an individual used to participate in each art form, or by counting the

number of different art forms that an individual participated in via each individual

medium. Such indices will permit us to look systematically at the degrees of overlap

among the various media audiences, and will allow us to draw inferences about

relatively "light" vs. relatively "intense" users of media to participate in the arts.

The relatively high degrees of overlap among users of different media for the

same art form are indicated by Table 4. Among the 17% of adults who participated

in opera via media, for example, more than half (10% of all adults) used only one of

the media, nearly a third (5% of all adults) used at least two media, and about one

in eight (2% of all adults) used all three of the media in the survey.

We can also construct what we label in Table 5 as "indices of diversity" of media

use, which count the number of different art forms in which individuals participated

using the same medium. The first three sections of Table 5 show the distribution of

U.S. adults into index categories for television, radio and recordings. Ten percent of

U.S. adults, for example, reported participation in five or more different art forms

via television in the past year. The final section of Table 5, libelled "All Media," is a

summary index measuring the percentage of adults who participated in up to all 16

of the possible art form/media combinations in the survey. A sacrifice in using

diversity indices is of course that we lose distinctions among different art forms. The

positive correlations between each media arts activity with all of the others,

however, suggests that constructing such indices is nevertheless meaningful1.

To what extent can we expect these diversity indices to proxy for a sorely missed

set of data items not in the SPA survey, namely the intensity of media use, or the

13
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Table 4

Indices of Media Use by Art Form
1982

Index Jazz

Classical

Musk Opera

Musical Stage

Play/Operetta
Non-musical*

Stage Play

0 68% 63% 83% 75% 73%

1 14 16 10 19 24

2 11 12 5 5 3

3 7 9 2 2

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

* Only two media, television and radio, were included in the questionnaire for non-musical stage
plays.
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Table 5

Indices of Art Form Diversity by Type of Media
1982

Television Radio Recordings All Three Media

Index
Percent of
U.S. Adults Index

Percent of
U.S. Adults Index

Percent of
U.S. Adults Index

Percent of
U.S. Adults

0 50% 0 68% 0 66% 0 42%

1-, 1-2 25 1-2 26 1-2 28 1-4 36CA

3-4 15 3-5 5 3-4 6 5-8 16

5-7 10 9-16 7

TotalL 100% 100% 100% 100%
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frequency with which individuals repeatedly used a given medium to participate in

the arts during the past year? It is intuitively appealing that individuals who report

using the media to participate in a relatively wide variety of art forms are likely to

participate in each one of these art forms relatively frequently. Statistical

indications from uur analysis give us further confidence that these diversity indices

are in fact useful proxies for intensity of use. First, data directly measuring both the

diversity of art form participation and the frequency of participation in each art

form are available for live" activities. We constructed a diversity index of live

activity participation, ranging from 0 to 7 for each of the seven "core" art forms,

and correlated it with a "frequency" index of live activity participation; this

frequency index ranged from 0 to 35, where for all seven art forms, one point is

earned for one attendance in the past year, two points for one attendance in the

past month, and three, four and five points respectively, for attendance of two,

three and four or more times in the past month. The ce relation between these two

indices was extremely high, + .920, showing that the 0-7 diversity index for live arts

participation is a reliable proxy for the overall frequency of live arts attendance. The

relationship of art form diversity to intensity of use could of course be different for

media participation than for live participation. The parallels in demographic and

geographic characteristics between live and media audiences as discussed above,

however, suggest this to be very unlikely.

C. Characteristics of Media Audiences by Intensity of Use

The demographic and geographic characteristics, and also the general recreation

habits, of media participants accciding to their diversity of art form participation

are compared in Tables 6 through 9. The tendsR4 for relattive "intense" media

user groups to have higher incomes and more education, to live in urban areas ind

to have a greater proportion of whites among them, is put into sharp relief. High

diversity media participants also lead relatively active lives despite the generally
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Table 6

Detailed Characteristics of Arts Participants
via Television: 1982

Index Categories

Income

(50%)

1-2

(26%)

3-4
(15%)

5-7
(10%)

30%
42
19
9

20%
41
31

7

14%
42
34
10

12%
39
40

9

Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 and over
Not ascertained

Age

18 34 39% 47% 43% 28%
34 - 54 29 28 34 37
55 and over 31 25 24 35

Race

White 86% 88% 86% 90%
Black 12 11 11 7
Other 2 2 3 3

Sex

Male 49% 48% 43% 43%
Female 52 52 57 57

Education

Some high school or less 36% 16% 10% 8%
High school graduate or some college 55 63 59 52
College graduate 9 20 31 40

Location

SMSA, central city 25% 29% 33% 37%
SMSA, not central city 37 42 43 44
Not in SMSA 38 29 24 19

General Recreation Habits

Average TV hours viewed per day .").3 3.2 3.1 3.5

Percent attending a movie in past year 52.8% 71.2% 75.3% 78.2%

Percent attending a sports event in past year 39.0% 59.2% 59.5% 57.8%

Overall recreation index 5.2 7.7 8.6 8.6

( ): Indicate percent of total U.S. adults included.
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Table 7

Detailed Characteristics of Arts Participants
via Radio: 1982

Index Categories

Income

0

(68%)

1-2
(26%)

3-5
(6%)

Less than $10,000 26% 19% 18%
$10,000 to $24,999 43 39 38
$25,000 and over 23 32 33
Not ascertained 8 10 11

Age

18 - 34 38% 46% 40%
34 - 55 30 29 40
55 and over 32 25 20

Race

White 89% 82% 88%
Black 9 14 10
Other 2 4 3

Sex

Male 46% 49% 50%
Female 54 51 50

Education

Some high school or less 29% 15% 10%
High school graduate or some college 59 57 42
College graduate 12 28 48

Location

SMSA, central city 25% 33% 47%
SMSA, not central city 38 44 39
Not in SMSA 37 23 15

General Recreation Habits

Average TV hows viewed per day 3.4 3.2 2.6
Percent attending a movie in past year 57.8% 75.8% 77.0%

Percent attending a sports event in past year 45.3% 57.9% 60.0%

Overall recreation index r 8.1 8.6

( ): Indicates percent of total U.S. adults included.
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Table 8

Detailed Characteristics of Arts Participants
via Recordings: 1992

Index Categories

Income

0
(66%)

1 -2

(28%)

3-4
(7%)

28%
42
22

8

15%
41
35

9

12%
38
36
14

Less than $10,000
510,000 to $24,999
$25,000 and over
Not ascertained

Age

18 34 37% 50% 31%
34 54 30 30 40
55 and over 33 20 29

Race

White 88% 83% 92%
Black 10 14 6
Other 2 3 2

Sex

Male 47% 49% 41%
Female 53 51 59

Education

Some high school or less 31% 10% 8%
High school graduate or some college 58 60 43
College graduate 11 30 48

Location

SMSA, central city 25% 33% 33%
SMSA, not central city 38.,J- 42 51
Not in SMSA 37 25 15

General Recreation Habits

Average TV hours viewed per day 3.4 3.1 2.3

Percent attending a movie in past year 55.9% 79.3% 78.9%

Percent attending a sports event in past year 43.2% 62.3% 61.5%

Overall recreation index 5.8 8.5 8.8

( ): Indicates percent of total U.S. adults included.
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Table 9

Detailed Characteristics of Artc Participants
via All Media: 1982

Index Categories

0 1-4 5-8 9-1F
(41%) (36%) (16%) Cristi

Income

Less than S10,000 31% 21% 14% 12%
$10,000 to 524,999 43 40 40 39
$25,000 and over 17 31 37 38
Not ascertained 9 8 9 11

Age

18 - 34 36% 46% 39% 30%
34 - 54 30 28 33 40
55 and over 34 26 27 30

Race

White 87% 88% 87% 93%
Black 11 9 9 5
Other 2 3 4 2

Sex

Male 49% 43% 43% 43%
Female 51 57 57 57

Education

Some high school or less 38% 18% 9% 6%
High school graduate or some college 55 64 58 42
College graduate 7 18 33 52

Location

SMSA, central city 23% 28% 34% 37%
SMSA, not central city 36 42 46 48
Not in SMSA 41 30 20 15

General Recreation Habits

Average TV hours viewed per day 3.4 3.1 2.7 2.5

Percent attending a movie in past year 49.2% 69.8% 76.6% 83.6%

Percent attending a sports event in past year 37.6% 55.3% 58.4% 65.2%

Overall recreation index 4.9 7.5 8.6 9.1

( ): Indicates percent of total U.S. adults included.



sedentary nature of media activities. (The "Overall Recreation Index" measures the

number of general recreation activities, out of 14 possibilities presented in

questions 11a - 11n on the questionnaire, which respondents reported participating

in at least once during the past year, including movies and sports events.) Notice

also that the proportions of both the youngest and oldest age groups tend to

decline as media participation increases.

It i: particularly interesting, perhaps, to consider the characteristics and habits of

the 6 to 10% of adults who fit into the highest diversity categories we have defined

in Tables 6 - 9. These groups make up small proportions of all adults who are

reached by the arts via the media. To the extent that high diversity of art form

participation via the media also indicates high frequency of use, however, we can

assume that these individuals make up disproportionately large fractions of the

typical audience for a television, radio or recorded program. These most intense

users of media are composed of tne highest income, most educated and most

urbanized individuals, and they show the highest overall degrees of participation in

other recreational activities.

We conclude this section with a final observation about the conventional

wisdom that arts audiences, including those who watch the arts on teievision, tend

to be light television viewers in general, shunning typical commercial TV fare. We

do not have data for the general television viewing h:lbits of live arts attenders.

Tables 9 and 10, however, appear to confirm this notion in the case of arts

participants via recordings and radio; the survey samples of more intense users of

these media for the arts report progressively lower average hours of daily television

viewing2. The results appear less distinct in the case of arts participants via

television itself; there if not a clear relationship between intensity of television use

for the arcs and overal viewing hours3. However, this latter result still supports the

conventional wisdom in part. If heavy users of television spent the same
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Table 10

Correlation Matrix: Arts Participants via Media with Live Participants*

Jazz

Attendance
Classical Musk

Attendance
Opera

Attendance
Musical Plays

Attendance
NonMusical Plays

Attendance
Ballet

Attendance
Art Collections

Attendance

Jazz on TV .261 .193 .067 .179 .084 .129 .234
Jazz on Radio .354 .235 .145 .197 .191 .141 .253
Jazz on Recordings .379 .235 .121 .210 .184 .157 .282
Classical Musk on T1; .137 .362 .163 .305 .223 .189 .353
Classical Music on Radio .185 .382 .220 .238 .254 .211 .374
Classical Musk on Recordings .218 .399 .150 .244 .287 .193 .375

tvtv
8

Opera on Tv .082 .260 .207 .176 .191 .132 .268
Opera on Radio .064 .258 .266 .145 .135 .142 .264
Opera on Recordings .103 .243 .272 .178 .194 .179 .274
Musical Stage Play on TV .102 .224 .151 .279 .199 .146 .233
Muskat Stage Play on Radio .100 .229 .201 .188 .144 .163 .181

Musical Stage Play on Recordings .177 .314 .147 .304 .266 .230 .269
Non-Musical Stage Play on TV .188 .299 .166 .304 .274 .197 .338
NonMuskal Stage Play on Radio .118 .169 .205 .148 .136 .144 .193
Ballet on TV .149 .285 .173 .210 .197 .240 .309
Art Collections on TV .150 .218 .139 .176 .160 .141 .294

*All coefficients are significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level.
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proportion of their hours in front of the set watching the arts as do light users of

television, we would expect the arts diversity index for television to rise sharply

among heavy television viewers. The fact that we observe a relatively steady

number of TV hours watched as the diversity index increases, however, suggests

that heavy television users in general tend to spend relatively smaller proportions of

their viewing hours watching the arts.

IV. INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF MEDIA WITH LIVE AUDIENCES

A. Media and Live Audience Overlaps

We now look specifically at how media audiences for arts events and activities

overlap with live audiences. In that context, we discuss possible explanations for

some of the size, demographic and geographic comparisons we drew between

media and live arts audiences in previous sections. The similar, though generally

less extreme demographic characteristics which media audiences have in common

with live arts audiences again suggests that they may in large part be the same

individuals. The SPA data confirm that this is indeed the ci.se

Correlations between all the surveyed media activities and live attenc' at the

seven core art forms appear in Table 10. Again all are positive, showing that

participation in any one activity via the media increases the probability that this

individual will also be a live attender, and vice versa. These relationships tend to be

especially strong among audiences for the same art form via different media.

The. data of Table 11 more specifically describe overlaps of media and live

audiences for the same art forms. As a comparison of these data with Table 1 above

will show, the media participation rates among live attenders are typically several

times higher than those of the general population of adults. In the more extreme

case a opera, for example, 57% of those reporting live attendance in the past year

also used television, almost five times the 12% rate of opera participation via

23
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Table 11

Media Participation by Live Attenders
1982

The percent of live attende7s who ALSO participated

in the same art form during the past year via:

Television Radio Recordings

Jazz 51% 57% 65%

Classical Music 63 55 66

Opera 57 48 48

Musical Stage Play or Operetta 44 8 24

Non-nusical Stage Play 57 11

Ballet 59

Art Collections 48



television reported by all adults. These data thus confirm the high degree to which

live attenders are a subset of the adults who use media to participate.

Because arts participants via media are generally more numerous than live

attenders via the media, we would expect smaller proportions of those media

audiences to also report live attendance. The data of Table 12 confirms this to be

the case. Between 10% to about half of media participants also reported live

attendance for the same art form. A comparison with Table 1 will again show,

however, that these participation rates are typically several fold greater than the

live participation rates reported for all adults.

Our initial picture of overlaps between live and media attenders is completed by

Table 13. Individuals who reported relatively intense participation in different art

forms via the media clearly tended to be far more avid participants in live events

than those with little or no media participation. This strongly suggests That

individuals with high frequencies of media use for the arts also tend to have high

frequencies of attendance.

Of particular interest, perhaps, are not those individuals who both use media

and attend live events, but the roughly half to 90% of media participants which

Table 14 show to have reported no live attendance in the past year. We might label

these groups as the "nevi" audiences to which media extend the reach of the arts.

What are the charaCteristics of these "new" audiences? Tables 15, 16 and 17

break down the basic geographic and demographic characteristics and report the

recreation 1-sabits of overlap and non-overlap audiences in terms of our "index" data

for each of the three media. As we would expect, those who participated both live

and via the media have the highest income and education levels, are composed of

the most whites and urban dwellers, and are the most active. Those who

participated only via the media do, however, have somewhat more education and

income, have a higher proportion of whites, have more older members and appear
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Table 12

Live Attendance by Media Participants
1982

The percent of media participants who ALSO participated live in
the same art form at least once in the past year:

Television

Participants
Radio

Participants
Recordings

Participants

Jazz .28% 32% 33%

Classical Music 29 33 35

Opera 10 16 14

Musical Stage Play or Operetta 40 38 52

Non-musical Stage Play 25 31

Ballet 15 - ...

Art Collections 46 _ -



Table 13

Live Attendance by Indices of Media
Participation

1982

Television:

Radio:

Recordings:

Avg. number

of different
live activities

Index attended*

0

1-2

3-4

5-7

0

1-2

3-5

0

1-2

3-4

* in the past year

.3

.8

1.5

2.2

.5

1.4

2.5

.4

1.4

2.5

27

% who

attended at
least one live

activity*

°A who

attended at
least three live

activities*

18% 5%

46 15

66 33

78 50

27% 8%

59 29

77 56

25% 6%

61 30

79 56
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Table 14

Media Participants Who are Non-Live Attenders
1382

The percent of media participants who did NOT participate live
in the same art form at least once in the past year:

Television

Participant
Radio

Participants

Recordings

Participants

Jazz 71% 68% 66%

Classical Music 71 67 65

Opera 90 83 86

Musical Stage Play or Operetta 60 62 48

Non-musical Stage Play 75 67

Ballet 85

Art Collections 53

40



Table 15

Characteristics of Media and Live Overlap Audiences:
Tealevicit-ii

1982

Participated Livel :
Participated via Television2:

Income

Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 and over
Not ascertained

Yes
Yes

14%
38
38
10

Age

18 - 34 43%
34 - 54 32
55 and over 25

Race

White
Black
0',:ier

Sex

Male
r'emale

Education

Some high school or less
High school graduate or some toile:
College graduate

Location

89%
9
2

45%
55

7%
56
37

SMSA, central city 36%
SMSA, not central city 43
Not ia SMSA 21

General Recreation Habits

Average TV hours viewed per day

Percent attending a movie in past year

Percent attending a sports event in past year

Overall recreation 'ndex

Yes
No

No
Yes

No
No

15% 21% 34%
41 45 43
32 27 15
12 7 9

49% 41% 37%
31 30 29
20 29 34

91% 85% 85%
7 12 13
2 3 2

42% 47% 50%
58 53 50

12% 21% 41%
67 68 53
21 11 7

25% 26% 25%
47 42 35
28 32 40

3.1 2.4 35 3.5

84.0% 78.0% 60.0% 47.0%

66.0% 63.0% 49.0% 35.0%

9.0 7.- 6.9 4.6

1. Participated in at least one lie,;: art form or activity in the past year.
2. Participated in at least one art form or activity via television in the past ',fear



Table 16

Characteristics of Media and Live Overlap Audiences: Radio
1982

Participated Livel:
Participated via Radio2:

Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No

17%
A2
31
10

13%
41
37
10

24%
41
26
9

31%
44
18
7

Income

Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 and over
Not ascertained

Age

18 - 34 LI.2% 42% 42% 37%
34 - 54 34 33 29 29
55 and over 24 26 29 34

Race

White 88% 93% 82% 87%
Black 10 5 12 11
Other 2 2 6 2

Sex

Male 44% 41% 53% 48%
Female 56 59 47 52

Education

Some high school o ;ess 7% 10% 24% 36%
High school graduate or some college 53 65 60 57
College graduate 40 25 16 7

Location

SMSA, central city 34% 30% 30% 23%
SMSA, not central c...y 44 44 41 36
Not in SMSA 22 26 29 41

General Recreation Habits

Average TV hours viewed per day 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.3

Percent attending a movie in past year 35.0% 79.0% 61.0% 49.0%

Percent attending a sports event in past year 66.0% 64.0% 44.0% 37.0%
Overall recreation index 9.1 8.1 6.7 5.1

1. Participated in at least one live art form or activity in the past year.
2. Participated in at least one art form or activity via Radio in the past year
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Table 17

Characteristics of Media and Live Overlap Audiences:
Recordings

1982

Participated Livei :
Participated via Recordingst:

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

Income

Less than $10,000 17% 15%
S10,000 to $24,999 36 40
$25,000 and over 38 35
Not ascertained 10 9

Age

18 34 42% 40%
34 - 54 34 31
55 and over 24 28

Race

White 88% 94%
Black 10 4
Other 2 2

Sex

Male 44% 44%
Female 56 56

Education

Some high school or less 7% 11%
High school graduate or some college 53 68
College graduate 40 21

Location

SMSA, central city 34% 30%
SMSA, not central city 44 47
Not in SMSA 22 23

General Recreation Habits

Average TV hours viewed per day 2.6 2.8

Percent attending a movie in past year 85.0% 82.0%

Percent attending a sports event in past year 66.0% 72.0%
Overall recreation index 9.1 8.1

1. Participated in at least one live art form or activity in the past year.
2. Participated in at least one art form or activity via recordings in the past year

31 43

No
Yes

No
No

17% 29%
46 45
28 16

9 10

46% 35%
31 29
23 36

85% 91%
11 8
4 2

51% 48%
49 52

20% 38%
63 54
17 8

25% 25%
44 39
31 36

2.8 3.0

65.0% 48.0%

48.0% 38.0%

7.2 5.3



to be generally more active than the group which reported no participation in the

arts via either media or live activites. Finally, the high correspondence between the

general rate of media participation and live participation reported in Table 13

above suggests that these "new" audiences are relatively lightusers of the media to

participate in the arts.

B. Extending the Reach of the Arts

At this point, we can more systematically consider our central research question:

Do media successfully extend the reach of the arts to thwe who face obstacles to

live attendance? The media, for example, might serve as a substitute for those who

have low incomes, live in remote geographic locations, or have physical handicaps

which preclude them frorr attending live events as much as they would like4.

In an obvious sense, of course, the answer to this question is a resounding yes;

the media are windows to the world for many artists and arts organization >. A

performance of "Live from Lincoln Center" en public television might attract

5,000,000 viewe-- nationwide, far more than could fit !nto Lincoln Center in an

entire season qs, and most of whom have no practical means to attend

anyway. Perfr;%. Axes and visual arts collections from the most admired and

talented artists in the world are steadily supplied via television, radio and

recordings and in most cases attract audiences far larger than do their live

counterparts.

For a more complete L iswer to our central question, however, it remains useful

to consider the questicnt of "substitutability" of media for live events in terms of an

economic model of consumer behavior. In this model, products are said to be

substitutes if a fall in the price or an increase in the availability or quality of one

leads to a significant decrease in the consumption or use of the other, and vice

versa. Butter and margarine are the classic textbook examples. Products are said to

be complementary, on the other hand, if a fall in price or an increase in the
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availability or quality of one induces an increase in the consumption or use of the

other. Bread and butter, since they are often used together, represent the classic

example of complementary products.

In terms of the arts, interested individuals might be thought of as choosing

among live performances c.nd alternative media vehicles on the basis of three

factors: their physical availability, how much they cost (in terms of both time and

money), and the quality of experience they provide. We observed above a very

strong tendency for participants in the arts via the media to also participate via live

events or activities. What this demonstrates, however, is only that some individuals

have high general interest in the arts and others low general interest. It does not in

itself suggest either complementarity or substitutability of media with live events.

In order to determine the degree to which the arts via media are good substitutes

for live events and ad vities, we would have to consider the relative proportions by

which different individuals use media vs. attend live events. If, for example, a

classical music concert on television is a partial substitute in the economic sense for a

live concert, then we would expect those who enjoy classical music but do not have

live events accessible to them to watch television concerts more frequently than

those who have live events readily accessible. In terms of our central research

question, a finding that this is the case would support the conclusion that the media

do in fact serve to overcome barriers to live attendanceat classical music concerts.

The SPA data base unfortunately permits us to draw only the most tentative

conclusions to this critical question. The data nevertheless reveal useful outlines of

'he answers.

1. Geographic Obstacles

To what extent are individuals without convenient access to live arts events able

to fulfill their desires to participate via the media? Census of Business data from

1982 in Tables 18 and 19 establish this as a viable hypothesis; they show a very
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Table 18

Geographic [istribution of Arts Organizations by Number of Organizations
Major Regions and Selected States: 1982

Modern/
Folk/Ethnic,

Producers of Ballet Other Dance
Live Theater Companies Companies

U.S. Population (1588) (62) (239)

Symphony
Orchestras,
including Jazz Music

Chamber Music Opera Organiza-
Organizations Companies tions &

006) 178) Artists ('' 45)

Northeast
New York

21%
8

36%
24

32%
18

31%
22

25%
17

27%
14

19%
10

Pennsylvania 5 4 3 3 4 4 4

North Centra; 25 18 24 22 23 18 27
Illinois 5 4 2 2 4 1 6

South 34 21 20 18 25 31 17
Florida 5 4 6 3 4 6 1

Texas 7 4 3 5 3 4 5

West 20 25 23 28 26 24 36
California 11 17 16 18 11 8 23

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

( ): Indicates number of companies reporting

Source: U.S. Commerce Dept., Bureau of the Census, Census of Business, 1982; special tabulation for the National Endowment for
the Arts.
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Table 19

Geographic Distribution of Arts Organizations by
Total Revenue:

Major Regions and Selected States: 1982

Producers of
Live Theater

($1,120)

Northeast 51%
New York 45
Pennsylvania n.a.

North Central 14
Illinois n.a.

South 16
Florida n.a.
Texas n.a.

West 18
California 13

Total 100%

Modern/
Folk/Ethnic,
Other Dance
Companies

($116)

49%
34

n.a.

13
n.a.

8
n.a.
n.a.

Symphony
Orchestras &

Opera Companies,
Including

Chamber Music
Organizations

($495)

29%
17

n.a.

25
n.a.

19
n.a.
n.a.

30 26
24 11

100% 100%

( ): Indicates total reported revenues in millions of dollars.

Source: U.S. Commerce Dept., Bureau of the Census, Census of Business, 1982;
special tabulation for the National Endowment for the Arts
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substantial skew in terms of numbers of organizations, and even more so in terms of

total revenues, of performing arts organizations in states st'ch as New York and

California which have very large cities. These geographic contrasts are generally

consistent from art form to art form, and reflect the economic reality that a large

local population base is often necessary to support high quality arts activities.

Comparable data for art museums were not available, but it seems evident that the

largest U.S. cities have a disproportionate share of art museums both in number and

in terms of quality of their exhibitions. Performing arts organizations and art

collections do tour around the country. Available data suggest, however, that the

actual extent of this touring is relatively minor. Symphony orchestras, for example,

earned only 4.1% of their total performance income in 1985 from performances

outside their home metropolitan area (American Symphony Orchestra League,

1986); non-profit resident tt.K.aters earned only 4.2% of their total earned income

from touring in 1986 (Holley, 1987). In any case, we can expect touring to provide

relatively little artistic nourishment to non-urbanized areas because facilities to

house touring professional organizations or art collections are usually unavailable.

Some artists and arts organizations, at least of an amateur nature, do of course

provide performances and exhibitions in non-urbanized areas. The data of Table

20, however, confirm that residents of rural areas who say they would like to

participate in live activites and events more often are in fact far more likely to

perceive the unavailability of these live activities and events as an obstacle to doing

SO.

To what extent do the media provide substitutes for live attendance among

those who face these barriers? The available data suggest that on the whole they

do so only to a very minor extent. Table 21, for example, shows that among those

who desire to attend live events and activities more often, people who perceive the

physical unavailability of these events and activities are no more likely to use media
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Table 20

Percent of All Adults Who Cite
"Not Available" as a Barrier to More Attendance

1982

Base: Those Who Desire to Attend More

SMSA,
Central City

SMSA,
Non-Central

Not in
SMSA

Jazz 14% 17% 44%

Classical Musk 11 13 46

Opera 13 21 47

Musical Stage Play 13 12 46

Non-Musical Stage Play 10 14 40

Ballet 21 18 50

Art Collections 11 13 46
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Table 21

Media Participation: All Adults Compared to
Those Who Cite "Not Available" as a Barrier

Base: All Adults Who Desir. to Attend More

Activity

Television
Jazz
Classical Music
Opera
Musical Stage Play
Non-Musical Stage Play
Ballet
Art Collections

Radio
Jazz
Classical Music
Opera
Musical Stage Play
Non-Musical Stage Play

Records
Jazz
Classical Music
Opera
Musical Stage Play

Total Percent Who
Particinate via Media

45%
55
54
38
45
56
44

52
49
31

6
7

56
55
36
18

38

Total Percent Who
Participate via Media

AND Cite "Not
Available" as a Barrier

43%
52
52
36
43
59
42

51
40
23

5
8

58
53
33
18



than those who do not F. 2rceive their unavailability as a barrier. This is perhaps not

surprising in light of the Table 2 data above, which showed that arts participants via

the media were just as likely, in some cases more likely, to live in urban areas than

those who participate via live events and activities.

The presence of any tendency for wider geographic availability of the arts via

television radio or recordings to compensate for geographic barriers to live

attendance was in fact undetectable from the regression analysis we report in

Appendix B. The degree of urbanization was found to be an equally significant

determinant of both media use and live attendance and we found no tendency for

less urbanized residents to participate relatively more frequently via media than by

attending live events.

How can we explain these findings? One possibility is that the media are also

relatively inaccessible to non-urbanized residents. At least for radio, this is probably

true. Only relatively large cities are able to support an exclusively classical music or

jazz radio station, for example, and many rural residents probably can find very

little if any of the SPA art forms on radio. For recordings and television, the any

reduction in accessability outside urban areas seems relatively minor. Recordings

can of course be played in any location, though the availability of software

collections only by travel or mail order may be a hindrance. A steady supply of arts

and cultural programming is reportedly available on public television at the flip of a

switch to 98% of television households, though poor reception may be an obstacle

both in rural and urban areas.5

Two other explanations seem more likely. One is that those with an interest in

arts events and activities have a strong tendency to live in urban areas where these

events and activities are more accessible. Complementing this tendency are the

effects which steady exposure to the live arts, and also to educational programs

concerning the arts, are likely to have on one's recreational interests.
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A second part of the explanation may be that people generally do not consider

the media to be acceptable substitutes for live events and activities, and therefore

do not turn to them as alternatives. Some insight into this posibility comes from

considering other potential obstacles to live participation.

2. Cost as an Obstacle

An important barrier to participation in live events and activities is often, of

course, the cost of admission. Tickets to live performances by professional opera

and ballet companies, for example, are far beyond the means of many individuals.

Non-profit resident theater, professional symphony orchestra, and jazz

performances are probably somewhat more accessible in price. The main exception

among the surveyed art -corms is visual art collections; even the most glorious

exhibitions of the visual arts are often available for free or for a nominal fee.

Among the media, television and radio broadcasts are of course free and set

penetrations are virtually universal.6 Recordings, of course, require purchase, and

the hi-fi equipment on which to play them can be very expensive. Given the

equipment investment, however, a recording of the finest performance can usually

be purchased for less than the price of admission to the recorded event.

Given these rough assumptions about relative costs, we would expect media to

lower the cost barriers to arts participation. To a mild degree, our statistical tests

reported in Appendix B support this expectation. Income le-lls were not found to

present significant barriers to participation via either television or radio, but they

appear to do so in the case of participation via recordings as well as live events. We

might also expect to observe substitution of media for live participation by those

with lower income levels, at least for the performing arts, and at least for television

and radio. Our results did also verify this tendency in the case of television, but it

was questionable for radio and not detectable for recordings. The existence of some

of these "income substitution effects" is also suggested by inspection of Table 2.



There is a noticably milder skew in income levels among live participants compared

to media participants for nearly all art forms, but especially in the case of television.

Note that in the case of art collections, however, the income distributions of

participants are approximately equal, suggesting that because of their low

admission fees, there is no tendency for low income individuals to use television as a

substitute.

Overall, we found live event-media sui.,,titution effects due to cost barriers to be

relatively minor. A likely factor in this finding is also, of course, that arts events and

activities in all the SPA survey categories can very often be enjoyed live for free or

for nominal prices by those willing to seek them out.

3. Age and Other Potential Obstacles

Advanced age, physical handicap!. and the presence of children are among a

number of other potential reasons that an individual interested in the arts might

choose to substitute media use for live attendance. In the case of age, our

regression resuits reported in the appendix show a tendency for older individuals to

substitute television use for live participation, but only questionably so in the case

of recordings, and in fact just the opposite in the case of radio. To supplement our

regression results, we replicated the analysis of the "Not available" barrier

presented in Tables 20 and 21 above for each of the 15 other perceived barriers

presented on the questionnaire (Version 1, questions 11a-b). That is, we compared

the media use by those who did perceive the barrier with the media use by those

who did not. In all 16 cases, however, we found no tendency for those who did

perceive a barrier to live attendance to re'y on media any more than those who did

not perceive that barrier.

Finally, we report a finding of our Appendix B analysis already suggested by a

number of the statistical tables we have presented. Education level was by far the

strongest and most consistent predictor of arts participation via live events and via
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each one of the three survey media. The positive effects of education level on

participation dominat_ J the relatively mild live event-media substitution effects

with respect to income and age which we have above.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

How can we summarize and reconcile our findings about the role of the media in

extending the each of the arts? The unquestioned benefits of the media as a

window into at ausueums and onto the stages of world-class arts productions are

confirmed ...y our data showing audience reaches several times greater for media

thi for live activities for most of the SPA art forms. Media have the furthE benefit

of reaching .many individuals who arc Hder, who have lower incomes and

education, and who are son- _what more li..ely to be non-white. In addition, we

should not ignore the greater opportunities to enjoy the arts which s edia provide

to those who also attend I ve arts events and activities.

The media provide other benefits to the arts themselves which we have not

previously mentioned. Many arts institutions receive significant income from record

and tape royalties, which expands their resources for live performances.

Widespread bnedta exposure of artists and arts organizations is also likely to

er :ourage patronage of live performances by those artists or organizations.

Conversely, a rousing performance by a jazz artist or by a symphony orchestra is

widely believed to stimulate the sale of recordings by that artist or that orchesaa.

The SPA data base unfortunately does not permit us to investigate the extent of

these complementary relationships.

The results we could obtain from the SPA data base, however, re us to

qualify this bright picture of th. -iedia's role. While the media evidently make the

arts more accessible to non-urban areas and to those who are older, 'lave limited

economic resources, or face other obstacles to live attendance, these groups on the

whole take little advantage of this greater accessibility. in particular, ..he SPA survey
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dispels any notiok I that those who find live participation out of their reach for one

reason or another instead find satisfaction through avid media participation. The

numbers of such individuals, while they undoubtedly exist, are apparently too few

for a general survey of this kind to locate.

What are likely explanations for the limited degree to which the media appear

to be viable substitutes for those who face obstacles to live attendance? One

possible reason is that people do not find the quality of the arts experience which

media offer to 131 comparable.

Some relevant suggestive data appear in Table 22. We see that relatively large

percentages of those who reported live attendance in the past year, as well as those

who reported live attendance at least once in the past month (which we label as_

"frequent" attenders), have not used media to participate in the same art form at

all in the past yea.. In some cases, relative inaccessibility or obscurity of certain art

forms or: media, such as musical stage plays on radio and records, is clearly a factor.

Cost or availability may be factors in both radio and recording use as well.

Of particular interest, perhaps, are the relatively large proportions of live

audiences who report essentially never watching performing arts or vi- .al arts

programs on television, in spite of the steady supply of these programs available fo,-

free to nearly all households in the U.S. One interpretation of these data is that

these individuals do not find 3articipating in the SPA art forms on television a

satisfying experience.

Movies and sports offer a perspective. Market research in the movie industry

confirins that a large segment of the population, particularly middle-aged and older

adults, prefer to avoid movie theaters and watch at home. The birds-eye views and

video magic of televised sports offers obvious advantages which are cc. Armed by

the huge ratings for many events.
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Table 22

Live Attenders Who are Non-Media Participants
1982

Activity

Television
Jazz
Classical Music
Opera
Musical Stage Play
Non-Musical Stage Play
Ballet
Art Collections

Radio
Jazz
Classical Music
Opera
Musical Stage Play
Non-Musical Stage Play

Records
Jazz
Classical Music
Opera
Musical Stage Play

The percentage of live attenders who did NOT
participate in the same art form at least once in
the past year.

All Live Attenders1

49%
37
45
56
43
41
52

43
45
54
92
89

35
34
54
76

1. Those who participated at least once in the past year.
2. Those who participated at least once in the past month.

"Frequent"
Attenders2

47%
35
29
58
45
36
48

38
41
42
93
86

31
35
32
80



What is the possibility that technologies such as hi-fi stereo sound and High

Definition Television will eventually increase media audiences for the arts by

bringing the Wevision experience closer to the live experience with better sours'

and larger, clearer pictures? The potential audiences, of course, are confined to the

relatively small proportions of adults who are interested, and limited as well as by

the not inconsiderable expense of consumer hardware featuring such technologies.

And one can only speculate on the long term effects of these technologies because

they change the nature of ..:ie viewing experience. There is nevertheless every

reason to believe that improved audio and video technologies for television can

help improve thexcsponse to arts programming on the one medium which should_

have the greatest potential to replicate the live arts experience.
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ENDNOTES

1. Values for Cronbach's alpha, a statistical test of index "reliability" support our

use of the inc. ..es. Values for the televis'on index were .79, .60 for the radio

index, .63 for the recordings index, and .85 for the index of all media. For an

exposition of Cronbach's alpha, see Bornstedt (1970).

7 The correlation between the radio diversity index and average TV hours was

-.040 and not statistically significant from zero. Between the recordings diversity

index and average TV hours the correlation was -.060 and significantly different

from zero at the 95% confidence level.

3. The correlation between the television diversity index and average TV hours was

-.006 and insignificantly different from zero.

4. To an extent, of course, live presentations, recordings, radio performances, or

television performances are distinct art forms in themselves. A production of

Shakespeare for television, for example, may be performed quite differently

from a production for the live stage. Other works, from radio plays to television

miniseries, may be nontransferable to the live stage or to other media. In

discussing media or live perk. mance as different vc,licIPs for delivering the arts

to consumers, we abstract from these distinctions and regard media programs or

live events simply as alternative vehicles, or delivery systems, for the same basic

art forms as defined in the survey.

5. In 1982-83, the Public Broadcast JI.;tem transmitted approximately 35 hours of

"cultural" programming per week to local station: though stations in rural

areas apparently clear fewer of these programs than do urban stations

(Waterman, 1986). The 98% household penetration of public television is

apparently based on the A.C. Nielsen metered household samples, but

subjectively; a household is deemed capable of receiving a given station if a

Nielsen observer determines the quality of reception is sufficiently high.
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6. Cable television networks, such as Arts & Entertainment and BRAVO, offer arts

programming in the SPA survey categories at least for part of their schedules.

Nationwide viewing levels for these programs are miniscule, however. compared

to those of public television.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS

Questionnaire

Research Division
July 9, 1986
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SURVEY OF PUBLIC PART1C PAT1ON IN THE. ARTS, 198? AND 1985

Months of 1992 or 1985 In Which Each Questionnaire Version Was Used

Specisi Questionnaire Versions
1 2 3 4 4 5 6Basic 10 Reerenivon Location of Music Other MediaParticipation Questions Barriers Socialization Life Style Participation Preference. Participation Participation

January 82/85 82/85

February 82/85 82/85

March 82/85 82/H5

April 82/85 82/85 82/85

May 82/85
82/85

cn June 82/85
82/85CD

July 82 82

August 82 H?

September 82 8)

October 8? H? 82

November 8? 8? 82 N.' 82 82 82 8?

December 8? 8? 82 H? 82 82 8? 8',

The monthly samples in 1982 were about 1,500. In 1985, they were about 2,500.

Rtsepirrh Division
July 4, '48n
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SURVEY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS

Questionnaire

Basic 10 Partici2ation Questions Asked Each Month

JanDec 1982 and JanJun 1985

I f. T 1. - Vain 0 Na Of 0
INTRODUCTION - Now 1 lam some ouestions Munn yew 1144041 ectIvIdes. TM Surma ef the Census le selecting this
information far dm National endowment fee this Arts. iNatIO tssusonciont the Pnvscv Act Ststsoisnt LAS-13. II PPIONE INTERVIEW

1 The following emotions are about TOUR sethritim during

theENOceinostenessINTRODUCTIONand!

this stormy. ft an, captains Met *s mans, Is insinuate
sad IMermetkon peovIelmil will be used fee steRsikal msnoilem only. Yew cooperation le extremely Important to hen ensure

Me LAST 12 months- -botweers
e nd

1 111

D uring TM LAST 12 MONTHS, did YOU oo to is live ism
performance?
a = No

Yes - How many times did you do this LAST MONTH- -
betwom 1. and

Z. None
One
2 -3

4 4-5
6 or rr ere

S. 101=te LAST 12 MONTHS. Did you go to
pmforrnancet

02 No
Yes - Hew many times did you do this LAST MONTH ?

= None
a = One

= 2-3
= 4-5

s 6 or more

1

2. Munn, the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old vim go to Uwe
:linsicel music performance? This includes choral music
Or..1 !nan% Intel or vocal recitals. es well in symphony and
chamber music.
.) L. No

Yes - How many U.--es did you do this LAST M0f4TH ?
N. one

2 = 3.131
3 2 -3

4-5
s 6 or ewe

7. (During thel LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you emit en
ALIT calory or an ANT nsumuni?

= No
Yes - How many times did you do this LAST MONTH ?

= None
= One

3 2-3
4-5

s = 6 or more

3. (Dieing tM LAST 12 MONTHS,) you go to live opera?

Yes - How many lines did you do this LAST MONTH ?
None

- One
3 1 -3

4-5
s 7. 6 or more

4. (Dung tin LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you go to live musical
Mee play Sr an operetta? Do not include erode school or
tugh school productions.
3 = No

Yes - How many times did you do this LAST MONTH ?
Nonr.

= One
3 2-3
Z 4 -5

t 6 or more

S. (Owing the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you go to live enrfof
monoa of s stone play? Do not include erode
school or high school productions.
3 - No

Yes - How many times did you do this LAST MONTH ?
7 None

s Z One
= 2-3

4-5
t 6 or more

S.. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you May musical
instrument in a public poem:nonce or miners' M public
musical performance?

o : No - Skip to 9a
Yes

lb. Did you play any clessical music?

a= No yes

Si. Old row play any jam?
o[ No """ Yes

So. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) DI act. sing.
of dance Ina puffin performance a reheetse for s
public performance?

0:2 No - Skip to 10
Via

Did you act in a non-musical kale?

o2 No = Yes

Sc. Did you sing Ire priuslr,e1 play Of Operetta?

o= N 7 Yes

lid. Old you Ong in as ooriref
o::" No = `r,ss

So. Old you demo in babes pealognismcs?
or' No t n yes

0. (Owsitg the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you read novels.
Men sorbs. poetry, er114Til?
GC Na t = Yes
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VERSION 1 - BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION

11a. PERSONAL
INTERVIEW

TELEPHONE
INTERVIEW

ohm" leek at this card. (Show hashcsrd LAS. 10 I Pew people can do everything they would like todo. But If you could do any of the thongs listed on this card as oftenas you swentod, which ones
would you de more often than you have DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS?

I'm tieing to mad you list of things that some pinwale like to do. Attend - - mead :arepor4s r,c m
Reiman; LAS. 10.1 few people can de everything they would like to do. Cat of you could do any ofthese thirties as often as you wanted. which ones would you do more often than you have DURING
11111 LAST 12 MONTHS? EN read the list again.

!Mark all that apply. thin ask 1 IP Ice each marked category I

2

3

S

a

Jazz music performances - Go to column 1 and ask 1 1b.

Classics' music performances - Go to column 2 and ask 1 :b.
Operas - Go to column 3 and OM 1 lb
Musical plays, omens' - Go to Column 4 and ask 1 lb
Non-musical plays - Go to column 5 and ask 1 .0.
Ballet porformences - Go to column 6 and ask 1 Jib

Art gangues or an museums - Go to column 7 and ask 1 lb
Norse of thee. - END INTERVIEW

Column 1 JA - LA I. Hymn - P o umn
11 b. What are Om reasons

you did not attend JAZZ
MUSIC PERPOR-
MANCIS more often?

11b. What are the mown* you
did net attend CLASSI-
CAL MUSIC PERFOR-
MANCES more often?

11 b. What ars the reasons
you did not attend
OPERAS more often?
Any ether reason? 'Mark

11 b. What are the reasons you I
did net attend MUSICAL
PLAYS/ OPERETTAS
more often? Any ethos,

Any other mason? I Ham
on Mat apply

Any ether reason? Maroc
all that artery

all that 4001Y reason? (Mark an mat
shOly.

= T.0ke1.1 5010 out T.csiets sold out TICeSti Sala 01.It f Tickets sold out: = Cast 2 2 Cost Z Cost 2 Cost
2 Not available 3 2 Not available 3 r Not available Not available
.2 :eel ..incomfortable Feel uncomfortable 7., Feel oncomSrtable 3 = Feed uncomfortable

S 2 Don :neve anyone to g0 with s 2 Don't have &Wont to go with s = Don't nave anyone to go with Don thine anyone tog* mitts
e ilaoysittr orociernoMust I = Babysitter probaernaMust labysitter problems. Must 2 Bal3VIAIst 'minims. Must:ant 'or children are for children care for children care for children

2 **obiem rested to a nandicao --. Problem related to a nanotcao 7 7 Problim retate0 to a handicap Problem related to a nandicao
t Nobiem Islam to age health 3 Psiwr roosted to age 4312h a 7 Problem 'Motto to ageiMaith a = Honor rented to age health
3 = Too ear to go Too far to go Too far .7 20 = Too far to go

a = Transportation,Ttal tic park- to -2 TransoortationiTrstficrPark to 2 Transportation,Traffic Pun- 10 Tcnsportation,Tratftc Para,ng Probtems og orobiams mg problems log problem.
Creme Or fill of trms = Crimes Isar of aortal 1, = Cnn's or fen or coma Crime or fear of coma

= POOP 3u11.tii Not vv. good etc %Or QuautyNot vary goo° SIC 2 = Poor Quality Not very goal etc 12 Poor worn Not very gaol: trot
1 = Peek, to wenn TV Prefer tO watch TV 13 -"" Prefer to watch TV Prefer to wattts TV

Don 1 hays ions 14 = Don't have ma -2 Don t hive time 1 = Don t nave time
s ?ractsstination L$Cr of IS PrOaastsnstionlLaCk of ts = ProcrutirationiLacit of 11 Procrastinat.on L3CR 0',notivat.cn motivation motivation motivation
s = Other - Specify., 2 Other - Soto% Other - Specify. le Other Specify

Column E - NON-MUS. PLAYS Collagen S SALLE'? Column 1 ART GALLERIES NOTES
11 b. What are the reasons 11b. Whet are the reasons 11 b.What are Ws reasons you

you did not attend you did net anon/ did net atm 4IART
NON-MUSICAL PLAYS 'PALLET PERFOR- ALLEMEIVART
more often? Any ether MANCES more often? MUSEUMS more often?
mewl? (Mark all that Any ohm reason? :Mark Any other reason? 'Mark
achy I as Mat apply.) all mat ataOlv.I

rcluits SOW Out Teltets sold out 2 nowt sold cut
2 2 Cost 3 :3 Cost 3 2 Cost
3 = Not evadable 3C Not available Not availebly

Feet uncomfortable Feel uncomfortable = Feel uncomfortable
t = Don t have anyone to 94 with S Don't have anyone to go with S = Don't nave anyone to go With

flabrorter problarnoMust Itabysrtter prat/Nome/K at Babysitter problems,Must
care fot children care for children care for children
°fables, related to s handicap Problem relatOCI to a handicap Problem related to a handicap
Proo*n mated to egohealth Problem related to agorieoth -1 ASO'2m related to ageineattis

= Too far to go Too fp to go -1 Too iv to go
rfentbortation Traftic:Perv 0 TraneportationiTrattic Park- a = Trenieurtation,Treffic.iPart
Imp problems

ing Or00141111111 ing problems
= Calmest fur of awe Crime Or few of crime 11 -% CA171, Of fear of coitus

2 = NKr quality/Not VW,/ 9000. etc. '2 2 POOr gunny Not very good etc. '2 2 Poor guaetrilot vary good. etc.
13 = keel to watch TV 13 Prefer to watch TV 13 " Prefer to water. TV

= Don't hammy Don't hive time lit 0 Don't have tine
to = Procrastination/Lack of is 0 ProcraunartoonrLack of is 0 Procrastinationilecio ofmotivation rtsetwation thotivntoc

= Othirr S4300/ya 2 Other - Sootily Other - Soma%

ENO INTERVIE'Val
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VERSIOft 2 SOCIALIZATION
11a. The following questions ere about lessons or clams you

may have taken it any time in your life.
Have you EVER taken lessons or class in music either
voice training or playing in instrument?
3 = NO

Yts Did you take these lessons when you wore
iMark mot :soh, ;

= Lase than 12 years old?
= 12 17 years old?

3 = 16-24 years Me
= 21 welder?

Are e,:ner o1 esOoncent s carer-Ts zriydrt 3. rasa.ng of 21 13b '

No l Ask 12a
Yes

b. Olive you EVER taken lessons or class) in visual arts
such as sculpturts. painting, print making. PholoWsPHY.
film making, etc.?
o= No

Yes Old you take theee lessons when you were
(Mark ad that apply

= Less than 12 wears old?
: = 12 17 yaws 04?
3 = 11-24 years old?

= 25 or *Wm?

4.114eve you EVER taken lessons or e class) In acting or
theists'?
o No

Yes Did you take those lesson. when you wore-
,Mark lit that aottly

= Less than 12 years old?
12-17 years old?

3 = 11-24 years old?
Z 2S or older?

12a. The following questions are about activities in theheme when you tv=.1 growing uk
Old your parents or other sdul, members of thehousehold -- listen to classical music or opera aeon.
occasionally. or new?

Often
2 L'" Oceassenaity
3 2 Naylor

b. Take you to an museums or gallons( often. Does.
slangily, or never?

Often
2 Occassoneily
3 Never

e. Take you to plays, donee or classical music perfor
mamas {often. siecass000lly, or novas)?

Often
2 ' Jecastonally
3 7. Never

d. Encourage you to rood books which were not required
for Hamel or religlous studies lotion, occasionally,nevorl?

Often
2 Occasionally

Never

41.114.w you E ER taken lessons or des& in ballet?
o No

Yes Did you take these lessons when you wens
(Mark en Mat Joon,

= Lees than 12 years old?
= 12-17 years old?

3 = 14-24 years old?
= 25 or older?

.ltleve you EVER taken lessons ors class) in
assails* writing?
.:' 7 No

Yes Old you take these lessons when you were
(Mark la that &Dow

= Lase then 12 years old?
z = 12-17 years old?
3 2 11-24 years ..id?

= 25 or older?

Look at Control Cam terns 13e, o. and c :o
daterrnme whether essoonelsnriOamnto are
household members

= Nerds*, Went 4 heueettold member Stsad®
and ASK 13a and 13o

2 !loth parents ire nousehold members
Trsnsoribs Isthrteg education to 13a end
mocha's eduCatichl to 13b baled on cc 2'
and 22 END INTEQVIEW

3 2 Only )111110f is a household memoir Rao ®
and ASK 13b Taininnbs tatner's ectunOtrCr to
13a front cc 21 and 22.
Only mother is a household member Rws)
and ASK 13a. Transcribe moms' s saucy,
to 13b based on cc 21 anti 22

f. IHave you EVER taken lessons or chisel in pottery,
leetherwork, weaving, woodworking,or any othercreftart?
3 No

yes Did you take these lassoes when youwen
Mark at mat scow
Less than 12 years old?
12-17 years old?

3 .= 1 4 visors old?
6 = 21 er older?

2

g.1Have you EVER takers a class) in art appro.:lotion
or an history?

3= No
Yes Old you take these lessons when you were
(Mark it that sow

2 Lass than 12 years old?
12-17 veers old?
1t 24 zoom old?

-2 25 or older?

0 Now I'd like to ask you question about YOus Patent's
education. This lefonnation, along rditts the other infer.
',lateen in this IftlyMY, will be used to ods Us* relation-
ship between these things and partici Anion in the iris.

13a. Whet is the highest grade lot year) of regular school
Tow FATHER completed?

= 7th gratis or less
2 = 8th grade

9thl1 th grades
6 = 12th grad.
s Collage .old not cornoletal
s 2 Completed college 14- /sled

= Don't know

b. Whet is the highest grads Ion year) of regular school
your MOTHER completed?

7th gratis or less
2 = ath grade
3 = 9th 11th grades

12th grade
College 1010 not cernoiete1
Comoloted college 14. year%)

7 Don t know

END THIS LAS iNt'ERVIEW
h.114ave you EVER :alien a class) in music appreciation?

o No
Yes Did you take those lessons when you were
(Mark all that apply

17_, WS Man 12 yoare .aid?
2= 12-17 yaws okl?
3= 16-24 years sad?

211 es Mdm ?

NOTES

71660 66 I a SI I
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VERSION 3 - RECREATION LIFE STYLE

1 1 a Outing the LAZT 12 MONTHS. did YOU go out to the
mov es/

N..
: Yti

b. Orel ;bug* to zny Wane events et all? include bent
professions( and amateur sports events, regardless
of whether an admission fee weir charged.
: _. No

2 Yet

c. OW you visit s zoo. arboretum. or botanicsIgarden?

Z f e s

d. Did you play card games, board games, electronic games.
pinball, or any other similar games?

..; No
_ Ye:

. Outing the LAST 12 MONTHS. did you go to an emusernent
or theme park, a minimal. or a similar place of
entertziament?

-... N1
2 , et'

f Oid you jog, lift weights, walk, or participate in any other
exercise program?

2 \a°
r e;

g. Did you partscipz. in any sports activity. such as softball.
basketball. golf, bowling, skiing, tennis, or the like?_
. JO

._ YeS

11h. OW "ou do any camping. hikin^ canoa.ng, or any othersimilar ou.door activity?: No
_ r -is

i. During the LAST 12 MONTHS. did you read books ormagazines?
No
Yes

4. Old you do volunteer or charity work?
: 2 No

Z Yes

k. Clid you work on a collection such as stamps, -bins,
sheiks. or the like?
o 2 No

_ Yes

I. Old you pewpare special gourmet meals for the ntessureof doing it?
o 2 No
1 2 Yes

nt. OW you melee repairs or improvements on your own
home or motor vehicles?

No
i 2 Y ts

n. Old you work with Indoor plantc or do any gardening forpleasure?
3 7. No

Yes

END Ti-,s .AS ,ft,f-E.;.-E.,
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`/S7,31,;'..1 - F.C11.1' ES
i 1 -

1IffIl 1 - inC.2

Item 2 - .3
Item 3 - 302,35
item - \tus.cal Zia, s

Item S - \or fru3411
Item - 9aotts

'11 2,3! -
a F 4. \ TF". E',V

Please look at the kinds of plates listed on this card. 'Harp 5 7 Thinking back :e the:and) - is 'I. etc.. you attended during the LAST 12 MONTHS, in which kinds of places were theseperformences held? Any 0th' kind of place? Mars all Mir aocn
;Or: INTERWEW
Im gismo to read you a list of this kinds of places where performances are held. Pr 30 zaregoi es ,.)n, ftas^carz L-ISThinking back to the , land). land). etc you attended during the LAST 12MONTHS. it -shish kinds of places were these performances held? Aay other kind of piece? :sea's all :net ac:...allege 'at. 'qv- e-le^:a or rn sclool 7ac'.t%

Crum svtalogue noscue or ltref sc Irtv asscc s ea v a s.,g.c..s ftg- it on. e v y%tcA Y4)1-, YVY4..
ZOrCer: f1.311 >D1If3 .10,Se Of eutillOf rn
Inflate "r j-et
No9rt 2141 : :Cfee

tlfZ.-

'0,..seurr
7 pr. ) L't,ef SOefl

SCrZo'
12s

v
Please look at the types of :Millie !itted un this card. 3SCOnCitn IJs-caz Whih of these types ( I musicco you nets to tsten to? Any other type? ',dos 31' -a: am.,

17.

going *.o r. ,d oou a list of some types of music. As I read the list, tell me which of tht.e types of music you like tolisten to? 4: -ufr _AS. 12 Any *shot typo -mar 3004,t :a C-ero.

e 9. ool +++3v elJS :313 Snow

.es 3f,:. owes
- 3.g Carl

Cot.ntv- wee r
37.4egrass

FJC
:.as .s:e^.^g

Fe,

Sarcevoo
-4-vmhs Goscei

= Gine' - Spec +),

None Don t to '.sten to mus,:

6 r ye than one ,oe a' -nus.: o' ALA 7" 3,.EC

No - ENO IN TERV'EW

12b. You mentioned you like to listen to Res: Caegcr,es -narktc n I 2a, . Which of these d - or. ',1ce best?E-fl"
6

Ca,ag:"
- '4c crit : s- :'s;

LAS-"ES
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VERSION S OTHe.. PARTICIPATION
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, aid you visit science
museum, natural history museum, or the like?

No
ves

17. Our. few LAST 12 Mr
crocheting, quiltir
crafts?
a No

Yes

did you do any weaving.
ot, sewing, or similar

12. Muting the LAST 12 MONTHS,) Old you visit en historic
park or monument, or tour buildksgs, or neighborhoods
for shot, hitters() or demon visturs?

No
Yes

16. 'Mari. LAST 12 MONTHS,) Did you do any work onmu .m.non-musicai play. an cpere. or a balletprod. - Include working on lights, sets. costumes,promo .. etc.. but not performing.
o

"'
No

I Yes

13. (Dunn, the LAST 12 MONTHS,) Old you road. or listen
to a roading, of poetry?

No
Yes

14. (Dunne the LAST 12 MONTHS,) Old you visit en artor
craft fair or feselvta

No
Yes

15 (Outing the LAST 11 MONTHS.) Old vela take lessons or
class m tharature, *natty, writing, al. photography,

craft arta. ballet, music. or ties like?
a= No

= Yes

10. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you do any work in aJan or classical music performance? Include working o
lights. NKr. promodith. *to., but not performing.
37 Nn
= Yes

20. louring the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you work on any
ethosiya writing' mak as ttorksc. 011oths.101114. andShe Mka? Isoisele any with* dens ea PGA of a course
hththrOttiont.
o No

"" Yee

21. (Dudes the LAST 12 MONTHS,) Old you mobs
olvelogradas, msviie, or video tapes as an artistic
oativity?
o No

Yes

10. (Outing the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you work with
pottery. cranst4s. Os/8,1m or do any loadtenvork,
metalwork. or similar crafts?
Vu

Yes

NOTES

2,%.S 1 . I.

22. 11)firrIng the LAST 12 MONTHS.) 013 you do any
painting, drawing, sculpture. or peintnuthing
aadvitias?
o No

yes

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

56 70
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VERSION 6 - MEDIA PAIIIICIATIOF:
1-11 Aporosimataly how many hours of tat sv.sion do you

watch on an average. day?

Ni-moer of hours

a hone dor t watch teiev/sion

12s. C."-..ring the LAC 12 MONTHS, did you welch a isu
v.itcrmanca on solevisaan?
o No

Yes

14c. Muting the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you listen cc opera
music records or ._1%est

h. Inuring the LAST 12 MONTHS,) fad you listen to
ion program on radio?
o No

Yes

a. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you Ileum to iati
records or tapes?
O No

Yes

13.. Duo ng the LAST 12 MONTHS, did yet watch
classical music performance on television?

3 _ No
Z Yes

o
Yes

111s. During the LAST 12 MONTHS. did you watch musicalslope play or an operetta on television? Exclude movie
vet alone of musical plays an operettee

o Y
. (During the LAST 12 MOkT1141.) Did you liven to
teeuoisal stage play or en Opaietta on radio?

a No
Yss

e. Musing the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you listen to a
musical stage Mayer an operetta on records or tapes?
o CI No

Yes

b. (During the LAST 12 MONTHIi.l Old you lioten to
a classical music program on radio?

o= No
7. Yes

c. Muting the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you listen to
classical music rmsords or tapes?

a _No
es

111e. Daring the LAST 12 MONTHS, did you watch a non -
emseoi al ploy on tiolovision? Do not include
awaits. situation comodies. or Tv series.
o No

=Yes

b. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Old you listen to a radio
performance of e nommueir.el stage play?

a 7. No
Yes

17. (During the LAST 12 MONTHS.) Did you vrioch a Lallet
program on television?

14a. Outing the LAST 12 MONTHS, did you watch an opera o Noon television? Yes
3 No
I Z v es ".S. During the LAST 12 MONTHS. did you watch

television program dealing with art gellorms or
b. (During the LAS 12 MONTHS.) Old you listen to an things in art museums?

op... music program on radio? o = No
3

Yes
Z. Yrs

ENO THIS LAS NTERviEIN
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APPENDIX B

COMPARATIVE DEMOGRAPHIC AND GEOGRAPHIC 'DETERMINANTS OF ARTS

ATTENDANCE AND MEDIA USE: PRELIMINARY REGRESSSION RESULTS

hi this appendix, we report selected single equat: an ordinary least squares

regressions which support the text discussion of Section IV about the

interrelationships of live with media arts audiences. Our objective is to investigate

how basic audience demographic and geographic characteristics determine arts

participation in live events and activities compared to how the same characteristics

determine arts participation via the three different survey media of 4. Aevision, radio

and recordings. From these comparisons, we draw inferences about the extent to

which media serve to reduce certain hypothesized barriers to live attendance and

about the substitutabilit; of media for live attendance.

L BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC AND GEOGRAPHIC PREDICTORS COMPARED

A. Method

We compare ordinary least squares regression resur for five separate

equations.

1. Dependent Variables

We define five different index variables, in which one point is credited for each

one of the seven core art forms in which the respondent repotted participation at

least once during the past year, as follows:

ATTINDEX: live participation (0-7)

TVINDEX: television participation (C-7)

RAD!NDEX: radio participation (0-5)

RECINLEX: recording participation (0-4)

M1NDEX: all media participation (0-16: TVINDEX + RADINDEX + RECINDEX)

Note that for radio and recording participation, questions were included only for

5 and 4 of the , core art forms, respectively. In general, we assume these indices to
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be indicators not only of an individual's diversity of participation in different art

forms, but of the individual's general frequency of live or media participation. For a

discuss;cn of this point, see pages 15-16 of the text.

2. Independent Variables

in order to correspond with the cross-tabulations and discussion in the main text,

only the following six basic demograp..ic and geographic variables are included.

Although five of the six are categorical variables, each of these is defined to take

full advantage of the relatively detailed breakdowns used in the Census Bureau's

coding of the responses:

AGE:. continuous variable ranging from 18 to 96.

INCOME: 11 categories where Lc is than $3000 = 1 up to $50,000 or greater ._

11.

EDUC (Education): 6 categories where Grade school only = 1 up to Graduate

School = 6.

SEX: female = 1, male = 0

SMSA (location): Central city, SMSA = 3, SMSA, not central city = 2; Not in

SMSA = 1

RACE: white, other = 1, black = 0

We initially regressed each of the five participation index variables on the same

set of six independent variables. The indexing schemes for the independent

variables are contrived so that for the ATTINDEX equation signs are expected to be

positive for all six: Higher incomes should permit greater live attendance and may

also represent a socialization or status factor, in that those with higher income may

face oreater social pressures to participate in the arts. Higher education is

hypothesized to increase appreciation of the arts. Mean age may hate a positive or

negative effect; on the one hand, younger adults go out more, bt...,. interest in t any

of the SPA art forms may increase with age. With respect to sex, the conventional
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wisdom widely regards females to have greater interest in the arts than men. For

the race variable as defined, our hypothesis is that the dominance of arts in the

European tradition among the seven SPA art forms would lead to relatively lower

rates of penetration among blacks overall. Finally, we hypothesize that adults in

more urbanized locations should find the live arts more accessible.

With respect to arts participation via media, we have no prior expectation that

the effects of education, race or sex should be any different than they are for live

attendance, to the extent that these variables determine only fundamental interest

in the relevant art forms and not the means by which participation takes place. Our

primary hypotheses with respect to media participation are as follows: (1)

Participation in the arts via relatively inexpensive or free delivery systems (ie,_

especially television and radio) should be relatively unaffected by income levels

(except to the degree income is a positive socialization or status factor); (2)

Relatively greater accessibility of media actitivities in non-ruban areas should

reduce or eliminate the effects of geographic locations (SMSA) on media

participation; (3) Media should be relatively more attractive than live participation

as age increases. With respect to all three hypotheses, we do not rule out the

possibility that greater income, more urban location and lower age levels might

actually have negative effects on media participation. This would occur if live

media substitution effects are sufficiently strong. (See text discussion, page 33).

B. Results and Discussion

As indicated by the R2 values, the explanatory power of all five regression

equations in Table B1 is very low. Among those factors contributing t low

explanatory power is the use of categorical rather than continuous data. The

combination of a somewhat diverse group of art forms into single indices can also

be expected to reduce explanatory power to the extent the different independent

variables have differing effects for different art forms. Undoubtedly the greatest
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weakness is the explanatory power of these equations is the complete absence of

any variable (eg, socialization by parents or schools) which would motivate the

individual to have some particular interest in any one of the art forms.

As equation (1) shows, the effects of al' six variables on the attendance index are

positive and signficiant at the 95% level, as expected.

With respect to our media related hypotheses, the degree of urbanization

appears .to positively influence participation in all four media equations as well as

the live participation equation. "i his offers no evidence that media effectively lower

barriers to arts participation in non-urbanized areas, and suggests the unlikelihood

of any significant live-media substitution effects which may result due the

geographic location of potential participants. _

With respect to income, the media equations produce mixed results. The income

variable is positive and significant for recordings, but insignifcantly different from

zero (at the 95% level; :or either television or radio. These results are consistent

with our hypothesis, indicating that at least television and radio reduce barriers to

live attendance due to limited economic. resources which potential participants may

have. They do not indicate, however, any tendency for live-media substitution

effects to be dominant.

All four media equations show positive coefficients for the age variable,

although these effects are statistically questionable in the cases of radio and

recordings. In the case of television, this may reflect the generally older

demographic profile of viewers in general, but the results suggest that media are

effective to some degree in lowering barriers hich the physical demands of live

attendance may impose on older adults.

Finally, we note that the variable with strongest and most consistent predictive

power in all of the equations is education. This suggest that the education level of

participants transcends any differences in the type of delivery system as .: predictor
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of participation in the arts. Result, by sex are mixed, suggesting some tendency for

women to engage in live attEadance rather than media participation. Media

participation variations by race are generally insignificant.

II. Direct Tests for Live-Media Substitution Effects

A. Method

We can directly investigate the 'xtent to which barriers of geography, cost and

age affect substitution between live and media participation by constructing `.he

fCowing new indices and regressing them on the same set of six independent

variables.

ATTTVSUB=
ATTINDEX TVINDEX

7 7

A
ATTINDEX

.....
RADINDEXTRADSUB =

7 5

ATTINDEX RECINDEX
ATRECSUB - -

7 4

ATTINDEX MINDEX
ATMINSUB = -

7 16

Each of these indices ranges from -1 to + 1 and is intended to measure how

intensively the resoondent purwes live attendanceover media use, and vice versa. If

low income adults tend to substitute television for live participation, for example,

we would expect income to be ,iost'vely related to ATTTVSUB, and similarly for

SMSA in the case of location. If older individuals substitute media for attendance,

we would expect the coefficient of age to be negative. Again, we make no prior

assumptions about the signs of education, sex or race in these equations.

B. Results and Discussion

The R2 coefficients for each of these equations (Table B2) are much closer to zero

than the previous set, as we would expect to observe if live-media substitution

effects are relatively less dominant than mutual determinants of both live and
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media participation. The coefficient far SMSA is insignificantly different from zero

in each case, indicating no evidence from this data base of any live-media

substitution effects induced by location barriers. That the opposite effect might

even prevail is suggested by the negative though statistically insignificant

coefficient for SMSA in equation (6). Consistent with the results of equations (1) - (5)

above, statistically significant substitution effects between live and media

attendance due to income are evident only in the case of television (equation (6)).

Similar results were obtained for age in the case of television, although an effect in

the opposite direction is significant in the case of radio. In most cases, the tendency

for women to engage in relatively more live attendance than media participation

(and of course the opposite tendency for men), is confirmed. Finally, significant

effects by education do appear in the cases of television and radio, for which we do

not hazard an explanation.

Several additional steps in extending these preliminary . esults suggest

themselves. One is to separate out the somewhat anomalous case of jazz, and in

fact to produce all results by individual art form. Another is certainly to include

other relevant explanatory factors from the questionnaire such as socialization.

Finally, we must attempt a more realistic representation of the hypothesized live-

media substitution effects process via a simultaneous equations model.
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Table B1

Preliminary Regression Results: Determinants of Overall Live and
Media Participation

1982 Data

AGE INCOME EDUC SEX SMSA RACE
Adjusted

R.?

(1) ATTINDEX = - ,073* + .047* + .441* + .093* + .116* + .035* .210
(4.07) (2.73) (24.15) (5.37) (6.66) (1.98)

(2) RADINDEX = + .034 + .015 + .262* - .033 + .108* - .034 .082
(1.74) ( .79) (13.34) ( - 1.76) (5.74) (1.80)

(3) RECINDEX = + .036 + .039* + .336* + .032 + .078* - .004 .177
(1.87) (2.16) (17.39) (1.77) (4.20) ( .24)

(4) TV INDEX = + .123 - .010 + .335* + .049* + .108* + .027 .122
(6.48) ( .57) (17.46) (2.70) (5.38) (1.47)

(5) MINDEX = + .093* + .004 + .371* + .029 + .117* + .007 .145
(4.94) ( .23) (19.51) (1.61) (6.46) ( .04)

( ): Indicates absolute t-values.

*: Indicates significanse at the 95% confidence level.
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Table B2

Preliminary Regression Results: Live-Media Substitution effects
1982 Data

AGE INCOME EDUC SEX SMSA RACE Adjusted
R2

(6) ATTTVSUB = - .081* + .346* - .041* + .015 - .036 - .003 .001
(4.04) (2.38) (2.00) ( .78) (1.82) ( .18)

(7) ATTRADSUB = + .040* + .022 + .165* + .114 + .010 + .064* .04?,
(2.03) (1.15) (8.20) (5.98) ( .52) (3.31)

(8) ATTRECSUB = + .021 - .008 + .001 + .044* + .007 + .032 .003
(1.02) ( - .39) (.04) (2.24) ( .35) (1.59)

(9) ATTMINSUB = - .028 + .032 + .031 + .058* - .018 + .027 .008
(1.40) (1.64) (1.52) (3.0t.: ( .94) (1.38)

( ): Indicates absolute t-values.

*: Indicates significanse at the 95% confidence level.


